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ABSTRACT
Transcriptional interference (TI), where transcription
from a promoter is inhibited by the activity of other
promoters in its vicinity on the same DNA, enables
transcription factors to regulate a target promoter
indirectly, inducing or relieving TI by controlling
the interfering promoter. For convergent promoters,
stochastic simulations indicate that relief of TI can be
inhibited if the repressor at the interfering promoter
has slow binding kinetics, making it either sensitive
to frequent dislodgement by elongating RNA poly-
merases (RNAPs) from the target promoter, or able
to be a strong roadblock to these RNAPs. In vivo mea-
surements of relief of TI by CI or Cro repressors in
the bacteriophage  PR–PRE system show strong re-
lief of TI and a lack of dislodgement and roadblocking
effects, indicative of rapid CI and Cro binding kinet-
ics. However, repression of the same  promoter by
a catalytically dead CRISPR Cas9 protein gave either
compromised or no relief of TI depending on the ori-
entation at which it binds DNA, consistent with dCas9
being a slow kinetics repressor. This analysis shows
how the intrinsic properties of a repressor can be
evolutionarily tuned to set the magnitude of relief of
TI.
INTRODUCTION
Transcriptional interference (TI), defined as the direct sup-
pressive influence of one transcriptional process on another
in cis, has been shown to play an important role in a variety
of prokaryotic and eukaryotic gene regulatory systems (re-
viewed by (1–5)). An interfering promoter can exert TI on
a target promoter by various mechanisms. Figure 1A shows
TI mechanisms that can combine when the target and inter-
fering promoter are non-overlapping and convergent, a fre-
quent promoter juxtaposition in Escherichia coli and other
bacteria (6–8), as well as in yeast (9) and multicellular or-
ganisms (10,11). Elongating RNA polymerases (RNAPs)
initiated from the interfering promoter may inhibit the ac-
tivity of the target promoter by (i) impeding the progress
of elongating RNAPs, (ii) dislodging pre-initiating RNAP
bound to the promoter, (iii) occluding binding of RNAP
to the promoter or (iv) dislodging or inhibiting binding of
a transcription factor needed for target promoter activity
(Figure 1A).
TI provides regulatory opportunities by allowing tran-
scription factors to control a target promoter, indirectly,
through regulation of the interfering promoter. Such reg-
ulation is also a simple way to reverse the effect of a tran-
scription factor; a repressor can have an activating effect on
a target promoter by repressing an interfering promoter to
relieve TI (Figure 1B), while an activator can have a repres-
sive effect on a target promoter by activating an interfer-
ing promoter to induce TI. Modulation of TI by regulation
of the interfering promoter is known to be critical for gene
regulation in a variety of systems, including bacteriophages,
bacteria, yeast, Drosophila and mouse (12–20).
In many cases, this regulation involves competition be-
tween convergent promoters. Relief of TI by repression of
the strong lytic promoter appears to be the primary mecha-
nism for activation of the convergent lysogenic promoter by
the immunity repressor proteins of P2-like bacteriophages
(12,13). Repression of colicin genes by the E. coli LexA re-
pressor relieves TI on expression of the convergent colicin
immunity gene (14). The budding yeast FLO11 gene is reg-
ulated by a double TI system, where the upstream ICR1
promoter that inhibits FLO11 transcription is itself con-
trolled by the convergent PWR1 promoter, with activation
or repression of PWR1 inducing or relieving TI on ICR1,
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Figure 1. Transcriptional interference (TI) and its modulation. (A) The mechanisms of TI which are operative when a target promoter (orange) and
an interfering promoter (black) are non-overlapping and convergent. Elongating RNAPs can remove TFs or promoter-bound RNAP from the DNA
(dislodgement) or block their binding (occlusion). Head-to-head ‘collisions’ between elongating RNAPs can cause termination of one or both RNAPs.
(B) Modulation of TI is a simple way to reverse the effect of a transcription factor. In this example, repression of the interfering promoter modulates TI so
that the target promoter experiences an activating effect.
causing stimulation or inhibition of FLO11 transcription
(19). The yeast a1/2 repressor controls entry into meio-
sis by relief of TI, repressing an inhibitory convergent pro-
moter downstream of the IME4 gene (17). In this example,
and other cases involving convergent promoters, inhibition
by TI can sometimes be supplemented by antisense RNA
effects (5,7,21,22). The powerful combination of antisense
RNA regulation and TI have encouraged the use of conver-
gent promoters for synthetic biology applications (23,24).
Though it has been shown that promoters can be acti-
vated by relief of TI, the parameters that determine the effi-
cacy of this mode of regulation are poorly understood. How
does the activity of the target promoter respond to different
levels of repression of the interfering promoter? Does the
mechanism of TI matter? For convergent promoters, how
do interactions between the elongating RNAPs from the
target promoter and the repressor bound at the interfering
promoter affect relief of TI? Elongating RNAPs from the
target promotermay in theory dislodge the repressor and di-
minish its repression of the interfering promoter (25). If, on
the other hand, the repressor is resistant to dislodgement,
it may act as a roadblock to elongating RNAPs, prevent-
ing transcription from the target promoter reaching down-
stream genes (26,27).
To achieve a better quantitative understanding of relief of
TI for convergent promoters, we first used stochastic simu-
lations to systematically analyse how the mechanism of TI
and the properties of the repressor might affect relief. Our
modelling results indicated that relief of TI is strongly de-
pendent on the binding kinetics of the repressor and its re-
sistance to dislodgement by elongating RNAPs.
As a system for experimentally examining relief of TI, we
used two convergent promoters in bacteriophage , a long-
standing model for developmental switches (28). The  PR
and PRE promoters have opposing functions in ’s lysis-
lysogeny decision. PR promotes lytic development by ex-
pressing genes needed for phage replication and virion pro-
duction. PRE promotes lysogenic development by being the
major early promoter for expression of the CI lysogenic re-
pressor (29). PRE antagonizes PR indirectly, by expressing
CI, which represses PR to shut off lytic development and
establish lysogeny. We have shown that PR also fights back
against PRE by using TI, causing a direct∼5-fold inhibition
of PRE activity (30).
Here we show that repression of PR by the  CI protein
can efficiently relieve TI on PRE. This effect can be quan-
titatively reproduced in a specific model of the  system
as long as CI has rapid DNA-binding kinetics, which pre-
vents CI at PR being a significant roadblock to elongating
RNAPs from PRE and also prevents diminished repression
of PR resulting from its dislodgement by these RNAPs. In
contrast, when the same  PR promoter was repressed by
a dCas9 complex that functions as a strong transcriptional
roadblock with slowDNA-binding kinetics, relief of TI was
abolished. Thus, repressors that give equal repression of the




All lacZ reporter constructs were integrated into the  attB
site of E. coli strain NK7049 (ΔlacIZYA)X74 galOP308
StrR Su– (31).
The construction of PR.(cro– PRE), PRE.(cro– PR) and
PRE.(cro– PR–).lacZ reporters has been described previously
(30), and the PRE.(cro+ PR) reporter was made in the same
way. These constructs were present within a prophage of
RS45YA, an imm21 lac reporter phage (31), modified by
removal of the lacYA genes (32).
The roadblock reporters were derived from plasmid pIT-
SL.P2 pC.lacZO2− (SpecR), and were integrated into the
 attP site of NK7049 using the CRIM system (33). pIT-
SL.P2 pC.lacZO2− was derived from pIT-SL.lacZY (34)
by deletion of 15 bp within the lacY gene, mutation of
the lacO2 operator within the lacZ gene (35) and inser-
tion of the bacteriophage P2 pC promoter (positions −62
to +40) and various restriction sites upstream of the RNa-
seIII cleavage site and the lacZO2– gene. The OR operator
(OR1.OR2.OR3) was placed with the first bp of OR1 at the
+102 position of P2 pC; the OL operator (OL1.OL2.OL3,
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first bp ofOL1 at +102; the lacOid operator was placed with
its first base at +102.
TheCI repressor was expressed fromPlac+ on single copy
pZC320cI or high copy pZE15cI plasmids (AmpR; (32)), re-
pressed by LacI expressed from a medium copy pUHA-1
plasmid (p15a origin, KanR; H. Bujard, Heidelberg Univer-
sity, Germany) and induced by IPTG.  Cro was similarly
supplied by pZE15cro for the roadblock assay.
CII was expressed either from the low copy pZS41cII
plasmid (SpecR) or high copy pZE15cII (AmpR; (30)).
pZS41cII was obtained by cloning a polymerase chain re-
action (PCR) fragment containing the  cII gene ( posi-
tions 38357–38662) into the NheI and BamHI restriction
sites downstream of the TetR-repressible pLTetO-1 pro-
moter in pZS41 (36). TetR was supplied from a DNA frag-
ment containing the pN25 promoter upstream of tetR, de-
rived from DH5Z1 (36) and chromosomally integrated
as part of a CRIM-derived plasmid pIT-CH (ChlorR) into
the HK022 attB site (33). CII expression from pZS41cII
was induced with 100 ng/ml anhydrotetracycline (ATc),
the minimal concentration that gave maximal expression of
the PRE.(cro– PR–).lacZ reporter. Expression of CII from
pZE15cII was repressed by LacI produced by pUHA1 and
was induced by 130–300 M IPTG. The activity of PR in
the absence of CI was consistently 25% lower in the pres-
ence of CII than in the absence of CII, consistent with the
non-specific inhibition of lacZ reporters by CII protein seen
by (30). Sequences of all constructs are available on request.
The Streptococcus pyogenes dCas9 was expressed from
pPC Sp dCas9 plasmid under the control of an intermedi-
ate strength promoter, PC. The pPC Sp dCas9 plasmid was
derived from DS-ST1casN- (Addgene plasmid # 48659)
by (i) replacing the Streptococcus thermophilus #1 dCas9
open reading frame with that of S. pyogenes dCas9 ob-
tained from PCR amplification of pdCas9-bacteria (Ad-
dgene plasmid # 44249); (ii) removing the S. thermophilus
#1 tracrRNA expression module; and (iii) replacing the
spectinomycin resistance gene cassette with a kanamycin
resistance gene cassette. The gRNA expression plasmid
pgRNA-p15a was derived from pgRNA-bacteria (Addgene
plasmid # 44251) by replacing the high-copy CloE ori-
gin of replication with the medium copy p15a origin.
The spacer sequences were CGTGTTGACTATTTTAC-
CTC (Top), GGTAAAATAGTCAACACGCA (Bottom)
and AACTTTCAGTTTAGCGGTCT (control, which tar-
gets the RFP gene, not present in any of the strains used in
this study), respectively.
LacZ assays
Microtiter plate-based LacZ assays were carried out as pre-
viously described (30). Briefly, fresh colonies on selective LB
plates were resuspended in LB and used to inoculate 200 l
of LB containing the appropriate antibiotics and various
concentrations of IPTG in a 96-well microtiter plate, and
incubated overnight at 37◦C with shaking. Overnight cul-
tures were diluted to an OD600nm of ∼0.6 with LB before
further diluting 3 l into 97 l of fresh LB plus appropri-
ate antibiotic, 100 ng/mlATc and various concentrations of
IPTG. Cultures were incubated with shaking at 37◦C until
OD600nm reached mid-log phase (0.65–0.75), then added to
a combined lysis-assay buffer, with each well of a microtiter
plate containing the following: 20 l culture, 30 l LB, 150
l of TZ8 (100 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM MgSO4, 10
mMKCl), 40 l of ONPG (o-nitrophenyl--D-galactoside,
4 mg/ml in TZ8), 1.9 l of 2-mercaptoethanol and 0.95 l
of polymyxin B (20 mg/ml; Sigma). Assays were performed
on cultures started from independent colonies and repeated
on at least three different days. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
Stochastic simulations
Continuous, deterministic mathematical models can only
be applied to simplified TI situations (37). We thus used
stochastic simulations, with a discrete fixed time-step
stochastic algorithm that is a combination of the TI simula-
tion algorithm described in (30) and the roadblocking sim-
ulation algorithm described in (27). In the fixed time step
approach, each step is set to the time taken for RNAP to
move forward one base pair (1/60 s). All other events (see
Figure 2A and B) are assigned a specific rate. If a particular
event is possible, its occurrence during the next time step is
decided by generating a random number between 0 and 1;
if this number is less than 1–e–k, where k is the relevant rate,
then that event occurs.
Rates are taken directly from (30) and (27) except where
otherwise noted. For repressors that form a strong barrier
toRNAP, the dislodgement rates by a single RNAP (kSD) or
multiple stalled RNAPs (kMD) were set to 0.0015 and 0.026
s–1, equivalent to those estimated for LacI at a strong Oid
site (27). For repressors that only form a weak barrier to
RNAPs, instantaneous dislodgement was used. The termi-
nation rate for a roadblock-stalled RNAP (either stalled at
a protein roadblock or stalled by a paused RNAP ahead
of it) (27) was re-calibrated in this study to produce the
same amount of roadblocking in the two-step promoter fir-
ing model (kT = 0.028 s−1) or the three-step CII-activated
PRE model (kT = 0.066 s−1) as in the one-step promoter fir-
ing model, and thus is different from that reported by Hao
et al. (27). RNAP bound at a promoter (the ‘sitting duck’) is
assumed to not be a barrier to elongating RNAP. Although
this is the case for RNAP bound to the pL promoter of
phage 186 (38), and probably also for the  PRE promoter,
given the weak TI of PRE on PR (30), we cannot exclude the
possibility that RNAP bound at  PR is a barrier. However,
we note that the high activity of  PR means that bound but
not elongating RNAPs at PR must be short lived.
In the PR–PRE specific model (Figures 3 and 6), promoter
firing is modelled as a three-step process in order to accom-
modate activation of PRE by CII, as described in (30). The
slightly lower TI seen in the experiments described here, a 5-
fold difference (compared to 5.5-fold in (30)), was fitted by
assuming a somewhat higher CII concentration produced
by the ATc induction system, which increases PRE activ-
ity 1.5-fold. Rates of CI binding, kB were 0.0034, 0.0089,
0.0163, 0.0355, 0.0986, 0.2437, 0.5454, 0.9458, 2.8461 s−1,
for pZC320cI with 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 M IPTG or
pZE15cI with 200 M IPTG, respectively, calculated using
a fixed unbinding rate (kU = 0.5 s−1) and the IPTG to CI
conversion measurements of (32). The rate of RNAP termi-


























































Figure 2. Stochastic modelling shows that TI is best relieved by transcription factors with fast kinetics. (A) Schematic and parameters of a model of TI
between convergent promoters. (B) Three different TI scenarios are modelled in which each is primarily influenced by a different mechanism of interference.
The parameters of each model are adjusted to produce the same overall level of interference (5.5-fold) in each scenario. (C) Fractional activity of the target
promoter, Ptarget, for each scenario in (B). (D) The fraction of transcription from Ptarget that is able to ‘read-through’ the repressor roadblock at Pinterfering,
for each scenario in (B). (E) Fractional activity of the interfering promoter, Pinterfering, for each scenario in (B). For (C, D and E), promoter activities and
readthrough are shown as a function of increasing repressor activity, given by the ratio of binding to unbinding rate constants, kB/kU. Notably, the same
equilibrium binding level kB/kU can be obtained with slow binding and unbinding kinetics (such as kU = 0.0005 s−1; green) or fast kinetics (such as kU =
0.5 s−1; red). Production rates of elongating polymerases ( = ko/(ko + ke), set with ko = ke) are 0.1 s–1 from Pinterfering and 0.01 s–1Ptarget (scenario 1) or
0.1 s–1 from both promoters (scenarios 2 and 3). The termination rate at a roadblock, kT, was fixed at 0.028 s–1 and the pause escape rate (scenario 3) kP
= 0.032 s–1. For slow binding repressors (kU = 0.0005 s–1), the corresponding single RNAP dislodgement rates (kSD) and multiple RNAP dislodgement
rates (kMD) are 0.0015 and 0.026 s–1 respectively, based on our study of roadblocking by Lac repressor (27). For fast binding repressors, instantaneous
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Figure 3. CI repression of PR activates PRE by relief of TI. (A)Map of the
 CI-CII region. (B) Structure of the reporter constructs used to measure
PRE and PR activity. (C) Activity of the CII-activated PRE in the PRE.(cro−
PR).lacZ and PRE.(cro− PR−).lacZ reporters with increasing CI repression
of PR. CI levels are expressed in wild-type lysogenic units (WLU), where
1 WLU is the amount of CI produced by a wild-type lambda lysogen. Ac-
tivity is normalized to the highest LacZ units obtained in the PRE.(cro−
PR−).lacZ reporter (n = 9). (D) CI repression of PR in the PR.(cro− PRE).
lacZ reporter in the presence or absence of PRE activity (±CII). LacZ ac-
tivities of each promoter were normalized by their value in the absence of
CI (n = 9). Model fits in (C and D) were obtained by incorporation of -
specific details (30) into the relief of pause-enhanced occlusion model of
Figure 2 (see text).
are three discrete termination sites at tR1, which are at po-
sitions +352, +372 and +402, respectively.
The order of attempted events in the simulation is as fol-
lows:
(i) Repressor binding or unbinding. Binding only occurs if
the operator is not already occupied by a repressor,
and none of the operator positions is overlapped by
RNAP. Bound repressor occupies all 20 bp of the op-
erator site. A bound repressor could either dissociate
spontaneously from the operator with a rate kU or be
removed from the operator by RNAP(s) with rates kSD
or kMD.
(ii) RNAP movement. Starting with the RNAP furthest
from the promoter, each RNAP (paused or not) at-
tempts to move forward by one time step. If the RNAP
is blocked either by repressor or by a paused RNAP, it
only moves forward if itself or the leading RNAP dis-
lodges the repressor, through application of the kSD or
kMD rate (depending on whether there is one or more
RNAP stalled at the roadblock). Thus a successful dis-
lodgement will enable all RNAP queued at the road-
block to advance. Any RNAP that is unable to move
forward is considered paused. If the back of an RNAP
passes the end of the DNA (that is positions 1 and
420 respectively for left- and right-moving RNAPs), a
new transcript is counted and that RNAP is eliminated
from the DNA.
(iii) Termination. If two convergent RNAPs collide, one is
removed at random and the other remains. A paused
RNAP can be removed from the system with rate kT.
(iv) Promoter firing. A new open complex is loaded at PR
with rate ko = 0.19 s−1 if there is noRNAPoverlapping
positions 1– 65 of the DNA (the first base pair of DNA
in the model is at −51 of PR) or at PRE with rate ko =
0.0006 s−1 if there is no RNAP overlapping positions
356–420 of the DNA. Loading of a new RNAP at PRE
is accelerated to 0.20 s−1 in the presence 100 ng/mlATc
(equivalent to∼2000 CII tetramers). An open complex
is converted to an elongating complex with rate ke (100
s−1 and 0.26 s−1 respectively for PR and PRE). Once an
open complex is converted to an elongating complex,
the size of RNAP is reduced from 65 to 30 bp, occupy-
ing −16 to +14 of the promoter.
In a typical run, the simulation was allowed to continue
for 106 s for each of the following three conditions with CI
ranging from 0 to 70 WLU: (i) PR–PRE, +CII; (ii) PR–PRE,
No CII; (iii) PRE only, +CII. From the simulations, road-
block readthrough forRNAP fromPRE atCI-boundPR was
calculated as the ratio of transcripts produced for (PRE only,
+CII, +CI) to (PRE only, +CII, No CI). The relief of TI of
PR on PRE by CI was calculated as the ratio of transcripts
produced for (PRE-PR, +CII, +CI) to (PRE only, +CII, No
CI). Programs were written in FORTRAN (available on re-
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RESULTS
Modelling relief of TI by repression of a convergent promoter
To better understand how relief of TI might depend on the
properties of the repressor and themechanismof TI, we per-
formed stochastic simulations with a model incorporating
binding and unbinding of a repressor to the DNA and its
interactions with elongating RNAPs, as well as the RNAP–
RNAP interactions between convergent prokaryotic pro-
moters that generate TI (Figure 2A).
We examined four combinations of properties of the re-
pressor: slow versus fast DNA binding kinetics, and forma-
tion of a strong or weak barrier to elongating RNAPs. The
repressor was treated as a single species that binds over the
Pinterfering promoter, with an effective on-rate kB (s–1) (the
product of the repressor concentration (M) and its on-rate
constant kon (M–1s–1)), and an off-rate kU (s–1). The ratio
of kB and kU determines the equilibrium occupancy of the
repressor binding site (occupancy = kB/(kB + kU)), thus
the same occupancy can be achieved if kB and kU are both
high (fast kinetics) or both low (slow kinetics). In the sim-
ulations, slow repressor kinetics were obtained with kU =
0.0005 s−1, which is roughly equivalent to that estimated
for Lac repressor unbinding from its Oid site, one of the
strongest known repressor–DNA interactions, while fast ki-
netics were obtained with kU = 0.5 s−1, which is similar to
Lac repressor unbinding from its weakO3 binding site (27).
Interaction of the repressor with elongating RNAPs was
treated as in our previous study of Lac repressor roadblock-
ing in vivo (27). A single elongating RNAP that encounters
the repressor stalls and can then either be terminated with
rate kT or can resume elongation if (i) it can actively dis-
lodge the repressor, with a rate kSD, or (ii) if the repressor
spontaneously dissociates (Figure 2A). A queue of two or
more RNAPs stalled at the roadblock can cooperate, dis-
lodging the repressor with a higher rate kMD (each stalled
RNAP remains at risk of termination). In the simulations,
low dislodgement rates, equivalent to those estimated for
LacI at Oid (kSD = 0.0015 and kMD = 0.026 s–1, (20)), were
used for the repressor forming a strong barrier to RNAP,
while instantaneous dislodgement was used to give a weak
barrier.
Relief of TI by these four repressor classes was simulated
for three different TI scenarios (Figure 2B), each designed
to maximize the effect of one of the three major TI mech-
anisms found in studies involving moderate strength pro-
moters in E. coli (30,37,38): (i) ‘sitting duck’ TI, where a
non-elongating RNAP bound at the promoter is removed
or inactivated by an elongating RNAP from the opposing
promoter; (ii) collision TI, where encounters between elon-
gating RNAPs moving in opposite directions on the DNA
lead to dissociation of one or both RNAPs; and (iii) oc-
clusion TI, where an elongating RNAP passing over the
opposing promoter blocks access to that promoter by free
RNAP (Figure 2B). Firing of the target promoterPtarget and
the interfering promoter Pinterfering was modelled simply as
a two-step process (37), with the rate of formation of the
bound initiation complex given by ko and its conversion to
the elongating complex by ke. In the simulations, ko was set
equal to ke for each promoter. The overall rates of produc-
tion of elongating RNAPs fromPtarget and Pinterfering, kt and
ki, are thus equal to ko/2 (and ke/2) (37).
We adjusted parameters for each TI scenario to obtain
∼5.5-fold TI by Pinterfering on Ptarget. In the sitting duck sce-
nario, we used a 10-fold difference in promoter strength (ki
= 0.1 s−1, kt = 0.01 s−1) to maximize sitting duck interfer-
ence, and a short distance between the promoters (50 bp) to
minimize collisions (37). Occlusion is not significant when
Pinterfering is of moderate strength (37). In the collision sce-
nario, collision TI was strengthened by increasing the inter-
promoter distance to 3 kb, and sitting duck TI was weak-
ened by having Pinterfering and Ptarget of equal strength (ki =
kt = 0.1 s−1). In the occlusion scenario, a short interpro-
moter distance was used and occlusion was enhanced by in-
troducing a pause site for RNAP just upstream of Ptarget
(30). RNAP from Pinterfering that pauses at this site overlaps
the binding site for RNAP at Ptarget to inhibit RNAP bind-
ing. A trailing RNAP originating from Pinterfering can coop-
erate with paused RNAP to re-initiate elongation. To give
5.5-fold TI, the rate of spontaneous exit from the paused
state kP was set at 0.032 s−1 (pause lifetime = 31 s), a value
consistent with in vivo measurements (30). Paused RNAPs
were not subject to termination.
For each of these repressor-TI combinations, we simu-
lated how much relief of TI was obtained as the activity
of the repressor was increased. Repressor activity was in-
creased in the model by increasing kB, which is equivalent
to increasing repressor concentration, since kB = kon × [re-
pressor] and kon is a constant. We plot repressor activity
as kB/kU to enable comparison of repressors with different
kinetics but the same equilibrium binding activity (Figure
2C–E).
Strong relief of TI was seen in all TI scenarios, with the
target promoter able to be restored to full activity at high
repressor activity. However, relief of TI was strongly depen-
dent on the properties of the repressor. Repressors with fast
kinetics gave the most effective and sensitive relief of TI,
whether or not they are a barrier to RNAP (Figure 2C). Re-
pressors with slow kinetics and weak barrier activity could
give complete relief of TI but only at higher repressor con-
centrations. The combination of slow kinetics and strong
barrier activity strongly inhibited relief of TI.
As anticipated, the inhibition of relief of TI is due to
two factors: roadblocking by the repressor and sensitivity of
repression to dislodgement. Only the slow-kinetics strong-
barrier repressor produces effective roadblocking, reducing
the fraction of RNAP from Ptarget that pass (read through)
its binding site (Figure 2D) and effectively limits the scope
for relief of TI. The fast-kinetics strong-barrier repressor
does not cause a decrease in readthrough, even though it
can block RNAP elongation, because it naturally dissoci-
ates quickly, allowing most stalled RNAPs to pass before
they are terminated.
Dislodgement sensitivity inhibits relief of TI because it
weakens repression of the interfering promoter, and is seen
for both slow-kinetics repressors (Figure 2E). Dislodge-
ment sensitivity is the only mechanism reducing relief of
TI by a slow-kinetics weak-barrier repressor, as it does not
cause roadblocking (Figure 2D). The slow-kinetics strong-
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cause it is often not dislodged by the RNAPs. Dislodge-
ment of slow-kinetics repressors by RNAPs from Ptarget has
a large fold effect on their DNA occupancy because they
spontaneously unbind at a low rate, and consequently dis-
lodgement can make a large difference to their overall rate
of leaving the DNA (25). In contrast, fast-kinetics repres-
sors spontaneously unbind frequently, so that dislodgement
events make little difference to their overall rate of leav-
ing theDNA.Thus, dislodgement effects become significant
when the rate of production of RNAP from the target pro-
moter exceeds the kU of the repressor.At very high repressor
concentrations, the absolute magnitude of the repressor dis-
lodgement effect becomes less, due to fast re-binding of the
repressor (Figure 2C), causing the relief of TI to be limited
solely by the roadblocking effect of the repressor.
Some differences in the relief of TI responses are appar-
ent for the different TI mechanisms. These result primarily
from the effect of Ptarget strength on dislodgement and the
effect of bothPtarget strength and the interpromoter distance
on roadblocking. Repression of Pinterfering is more affected
by dislodgement when Ptarget is stronger (collision and oc-
clusion scenarios). Roadblocking decreases when Ptarget is
stronger (collision and occlusion scenarios) and when the
interpromoter distance is larger (collision scenario), as these
factors allowmore cooperation bymultiple RNAPs to over-
come the barrier. The collision scenario gave enhanced re-
lief of TI compared to the other scenarios, even for the
fast-kinetics repressors, for which roadblocking and dis-
lodgement sensitivity are absent (Figure 2C). In the colli-
sion scenario there is strong reciprocal TI betweenPinterfering
and Ptarget, and reductions in the activity of one promoter
are magnified because it becomes less able to defend itself
against TI from the other promoter (37). This causes repres-
sion of Pinterfering to be hyper-sensitive, occurring at roughly
10-fold lower repressor concentrations than in the other sce-
narios (Figure 2E). Repression of Pinterfering reduces the TI
experienced byPtarget but also allowsPtarget to exert stronger
interference on Pinterfering, reducing Pinterfering activity fur-
ther and allowing increased relief of TI.
CI repression can relieve TI by  PR on PRE
The modelling indicates that efficient relief of TI should be
achievable by strong repression of the interfering promoter,
provided that the repressor is not a substantial roadblock to
RNAPs and its repression is not strongly disrupted by dis-
lodgement by RNAPs. To quantitatively examine relief of
TI in a natural context, we used the PR and PRE convergent
promoters of bacteriophage , a system in which PR exerts
strong TI on PRE, primarily through the pause-enhanced
occlusion mechanism (30).
PR and PRE are separated by 320 bp and are involved
in the decision between lytic or lysogenic development. PR,
one of the early lytic promoters of , is essential for lytic de-
velopment. PRE is the major early promoter for the gene en-
coding the lysogenic repressor CI. PRE activity requires acti-
vation by the CII protein, and is needed for establishment of
lysogeny after infection ((39,40); Figure 3A). During estab-
lishment of lysogeny, CI expressed from PRE should repress
PR, potentially relievingTI onPRE and increasing transcrip-
tion of the cI gene. Thus, here PRE is the target promoter and
PR is the interfering promoter subject to repression.
We assayed PR or PRE transcription using chromosoma-
lly integrated lacZ reporters (30). The use of a single re-
porter gene necessitated different constructs for assay of PR
or PRE but was preferred due to the high sensitivity of LacZ
detection. The inserted  DNA fragment contains no ac-
tive genes (the cro gene carried mutations in the helix-turn-
helix DNA binding motif), and has the PRM promoter trun-
cated, but contains the OR1 and OR2 CI binding sites for
PR repression as well as the CII binding site at PRE (Figure
3B). The tR1 terminator, which gives 66% termination of
PR transcription in these reporters in the absence of the N
anti-terminator protein (30), was also present. We also used
a fragment carrying PR inactivated by mutation (PR–; (30))
for measuring the activity of un-interfered PRE. Previously,
we found 5.5-fold TI by PR on PRE, primarily due to RNAP
from PR pausing at the tR1 terminator and occluding PRE.
TI is asymmetrical, with transcription from CII-activated
PRE not substantially interfering with PR. This is explained
by the promoters being of similar strengths (low sitting duck
TI), the short interpromoter distance (low collision TI) and
a lack of roadblocking by CII bound at PRE (30). Thus, the
PR–PRE situation is similar to our occlusion scenario (Fig-
ure 2B).
We activated PRE in the reporter strains by expressing a
fixed level of CII. Continued high level CII expression is
toxic to cells (41) and we thus induced CII expression from
the pLTetO1 promoter on a low copy plasmid under the
control of chromosomally expressed TetR repressor, with
an empty expression plasmid used as the no-CII control.
A range of CI levels were provided from IPTG induc-
tion of the single copy pZC320cI plasmid or the multicopy
pZE15cI plasmid (‘Materials and Methods’section). These
plasmids provide a wide range of CI concentrations up to
∼80 WLU (wild-type lysogenic units, where 1 WLU is the
level of CI in a wild-type  lysogen; (32)).
An almost 5-fold TI by unrepressed PR on PRE was seen
by comparison of the activity of PRE in the presence or
absence of PR (no-CI, PRE.(cro– PR).lacZ versus PRE.(cro–
PR–).lacZ, Figure 3C), similar to the 5.5-fold seen previ-
ously (30). Increasing repression of PR by CI produced in-
creased PRE activity up to ∼80% of its uninhibited level. In
contrast, high CI levels gave no increase of PRE transcrip-
tion in the absence of PR activity (PRE.(cro– PR–).lacZ, Fig-
ure 3C), demonstrating that CI activation of PRE is by relief
of TI, rather than direct stimulation of PRE.
This relief of TI is possible because CI is neither a sub-
stantial roadblock toRNAPs from PRE, nor is its repression
of PR sensitive to dislodgement by these RNAPs. The slight
decrease in PRE transcription in the absence of PR activity
(PRE.(cro– PR–).lacZ, Figure 3C) indicates that CI binding
at PR causes at most 13 ± 6% roadblocking of PRE tran-
scription. A lack of dislodgement sensitivity is shown by re-
pression of PR by CI being unaffected by the activity of PRE
(+CII versus no CII, Figure 3D).
 CI is not a strong roadblock to RNAP
The slight decrease in activity of the PRE.(cro– PR–).lacZ
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most a weak roadblock to RNAPs from PRE. However, the
PR– mutation in this reporter alters three basepairs ofOR1,
which is expected to reduce its CI affinity to a level sim-
ilar to OR2 (42) and is likely to reduce roadblocking. To
more precisely determine the roadblocking potential of CI,
we examined a number of different situations in our road-
block assay system (27), placing CI binding sites between
the weak PC promoter of phage P2 and a lacZ reporter gene
(Figure 4). Use of a weak promoter maximizes roadblock-
ing, since it reduces the probability of multiple RNAPs co-
operating to overcome the roadblock (26,27). A high level
of CI, sufficient to occupy all CI binding sites (43), was sup-
plied with pZE15cI and 200MIPTG. In this assay system,
Lac repressor binding to its single, strong Oid site reduced
readthrough of the roadblock to 20% (Figure 4A). In con-
trast, CI binding to the wild-typeOR site (containing oper-
atorsOR1.2.3, without PR) allowed over 95% of RNAPs to
pass without being terminated (Figure 4B).
In our relief of TI reporters, OR is the only CI binding
site. However, in the natural  context, CI binding to OR is
assisted by aDNA looping interactionwithCI bound atOL
2.3 kb away (44). We found that the presence of OL down-
stream of lacZ, 3.8 kb away from OR, improved CI road-
blocking, reducing readthrough to 81% (Figure 4D). CI
roadblocking was also increased by increasing the strength
of its DNA interaction in other ways. First, roadblocking
was increased by replacing OR with the stronger OL set
of binding sites, both in the absence or presence of loop-
ing to the distal OL site (83 or 69% readthrough, respec-
tively, Figure 4C and E). Second, two mutants of CI that
bind DNA more than 10-fold more strongly than wild-
type, CI(E83K) and CI(G48S) (45), decreased readthrough
for all constructs (Figure 4B–E). However, the maximal
roadblocking, obtained with the CI(G48S) mutant at the
looped OL sites, reducing readthrough to 50%, was still
much weaker than the roadblocking by Lac repressor at
Oid.
Modelling relief of TI by  CI
The low level of roadblocking by CI and its insensitivity
to dislodgement are consistent with its strong relief of TI.
However, we wished to test whether our data was quanti-
tatively comparable to our model of relief of TI. We thus
altered the model to incorporate various specific details of
the  PR–PRE system used in our previous simulations of
PR–PRE interference (30). The new model is similar to the
pausing-enhanced occlusion scenario of Figure 2, but with
some added complexities. It uses a three-step promoter fir-
ingmodel for PR andPRE, includingRNAP in a closed com-
plex at the promoter in equilibrium with free RNAP. It in-
cludes CII tetramerization and DNA binding, with CII ac-
tivating PRE by increasing formation of the closed complex
and also increasing isomerization to the open complex (46).
Because the relative response of PRE activity to CII concen-
tration was unaffected by PR activity, CII binding kinetics
were assumed to be fast such that CII is neither sensitive
to dislodgement, nor acts as a roadblock (30). There are
three RNAP pause sites at tR1, with common rates of pause
exit and termination at each site (47), with a trailing RNAP
causing a paused leading RNAP to exit the pause (30).
CI repression of PR was implemented by assuming that
OR is occupied by a CI complex with a fixed unbinding rate
kU, and with specific empirically-derived kB values for each
CI concentration. The repression of PR in the absence of
PRE activity (PR.(cro– PRE) reporter in the absence of CII;
Figure 3D) is thus determined by the ratio of kU and kB
values at each concentration, but this does not constrain
the absolute value of kU. However, we expected the lack of
dislodgement sensitivity in CI repression of PR would re-
quire fast kinetics. Indeed, running the model with different
kU values showed that only unbinding rates ≥ ∼0.05 s–1 re-
produce CI repression of PR in the presence of PRE activity
(Figure 3D).
Simulations using a fast kU = 0.5 s–1, together with weak
barrier parameters (kSD = 0.07 s−1 and kMD = 0.08 s−1) ex-
trapolated from the LacI roadblocking model (27), repro-
duced the weak roadblocking of PRE transcription in the
PRE.(cro– PR) reporter (Figure 3D; we note that stronger
barrier parameters would be needed if CI has a kU = 0.5
s–1).
Using these parameters, simulations of PRE activity in the
presence of PR reproduced the observed relief of TI in the
PRE.(cro– PR).lacZ reporter due to increasing repression of
PR by CI (Figure 3C). Thus, the CI data can be explained
by fast DNA-binding kinetics for CI at OR.
Relief of TI by  Cro
PR is also repressed by the  Cro protein, which binds to
the same operators used by CI (34,48). We thus examined
whether Cro was able to give relief of TI in this system.
We tested the effect of Cro by replacing the mutant cro
gene on the reporters with the cro+ gene (1xcro). We also ex-
pressed a higher level of Cro by combining the cro+ reporter
constructs with an additional PR.cro+ expression construct
(no lacZ gene) inserted elsewhere on the E. coli chromo-
some (2xcro). In the absence of CII, the presence of an in-
tact cro gene on the PR.(cro+ PRE).lacZ reporter reduced
PR activity roughly 2-fold compared with the cro– reporter
(1xcro/cro– relative PR activity 0.44 ± 0.02; errors are 95%
confidence limits), consistent with previous measurements
of Cro autoregulation in cis (34,48). The additional Cro sup-
plied in trans to the cro+ reporter resulted in ∼4-fold reduc-
tion in PR activity (2xcro/cro– relative PR activity 0.24 ±
0.01).
Cro repression of PR was not affected by the activity of
PRE, indicating a lack of sensitivity to dislodgement. In the
presence of CII, the ratio of the activities of the PR.(cro+
PRE).lacZ reporter and its cro– counterpart (1xcro/cro–)
was 0.45 ± 0.04, very similar to the 0.45 ± 0.02 seen in the
absence of CII. Similarly, the 2xcro/cro– ratio for the PR re-
porters in the presence of CII was 0.23 ± 0.02, close to the
0.24 ± 0.01 seen in the absence of CII.
We tested Cro’s roadblocking ability using the
pC.OR.lacZ roadblocking reporter (Figure 4). Cro
was expressed from pZE15cro, giving Cro levels capable of
repressing PR over 2.5-fold (to 0.39 ± 0.04 of unrepressed
activity in the PR (cro– PRE) reporter. The 92% readthrough
seen (Figure 4F) indicates that Cro at OR is unlikely to be
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Figure 4. Assay of roadblocking by  CI and Cro. Roadblock readthrough is defined as the LacZ activity obtained in the presence of the DNA-binding
protein, which binds a site between the promoter and the LacZ reporter, divided by the LacZ activity obtained in the absence of the DNA-binding
protein. Means and 95% confidence limits of the ratios are shown. (A) The interaction between LacI and its operator Oid presents a strong roadblock
to transcription. LacI was supplied from pUHA-1, with pUHA-1lacI used for the no protein control (n = 4). (B–E) Wild-type  CI or DNA-binding
enhanced CI mutants, CI(E83K) or CI(G48S) (45), were supplied by IPTG induction (100 M) of pZE15cI/cI(E83K)/cI(G48S) (n = 6) (these reporter
strains also carried pUHA1 for LacI-mediated control of CI expression). (F)  Cro binding to OR is also a weak roadblock to transcription.  Cro was
similarly supplied by pZE15cro, with pZE15 serving as the no protein control (n = 9).
With these CI-like properties, Cro should also give relief
of TI. In the absence of Cro, the PRE (cro–.PR) reporter gave
0.18 ± 0.01 maximal activity (relative to the PRE (cro– PR–)
reporter), showing 5.6-fold TI of PR on PRE. With Cro sup-
plied in cis (1xcro), the activity of PRE increased over 2-fold
to 0.41 ± 0.03 of maximal (PRE (cro+ PR) reporter). When
Cro was supplied both in cis and in trans (2xcro), PRE ac-
tivity increased further to 0.48 ± 0.03 of maximal. Thus,
as expected, repression of PR by Cro also activates PRE by
relieving TI.
Regulating relief of TI by dCas9
Although the  CI and Cro repressors are both capable of
giving efficient relief of TI, ourmodelling predicts that relief
of TI is not inevitable. In particular, repressors with slow
binding/unbinding kinetics should give poor relief of TI.
To test this experimentally, we used a CRISPR dCas9
protein to repress PR. Cas9 proteins mutated to remove
their DNA cleavage capability (dCas9) have been used as re-
pressors of bacterial promoters by co-expressing the dCas9
protein and a guide RNA (gRNA) that targets the complex
to the promoter DNA (49). We were thus able to program
dCas9 to target the  PR promoter in our reporters without
the need to alter the existing sequences.
Furthermore, the dCas9-gRNA complex appears to have
slow DNA-binding kinetics. The unbinding rate for S. pyo-
genes dCas9 (SpdCas9), measured in vitro by bio-layer in-
terferometry was very low, ∼5 × 10−5 s−1 (50). The ability
of SpdCas9 to cause strong transcriptional roadblocking in
vivo (49,51), is also indicative of slow kinetics (Figure 2).
Interestingly, SpdCas9 roadblocking appears to depend on
the orientation with which it binds DNA relative to the di-
rection of transcription, with strong roadblocking only ob-
served when the RNA guide is complementary to the non-
template DNA strand (49,51).
We transformed our PR and PRE reporter strains with a
plasmid that constitutively expresses Sp dCas9. We also in-
dependently expressed either of two gRNAs (designated top
and bottom) that target the same region of the PR promoter
but on opposite DNA strands (Figure 5A). The RNA in
the dCas9–gRNA-top complex (dCas-top) binds to the bot-
tom strand of PR (the non-template strand for PRE), while
the RNA in the dCas9–gRNA-bottom complex (dCas-bot)
binds to the top strand of PR (the template strand for PRE).
Repression of PR in the absence of CII (PRE inactive) was
strong for both dCas9-top and dCas-bot (Figure 5C, ∼96%
repression) indicating strong binding and competition with
RNAP binding in both cases.
In contrast to repression, roadblocking by dCas9 showed
a strong orientation bias, consistent with previous reports
(49,51). Binding of the gRNA to the non-template strand
of the PRE promoter (dCas9-top) reduced transcriptional
readthrough to∼13%, while binding to the template strand
of DNA only weakly inhibited PRE transcription to ∼88%
(dCas9-bot).
Repression of PR by the two dCas9 orientations was af-

































































Figure 5. Modulating relief of TI by dCas9. (A)  PR sequence and spacer sequence for top and bottom strand gRNA. The PAM sequences (NGG) are
boxed. (B) Activity of the CII-activated PRE in the presence of dCas9 without the convergent PR promoter. Activity is normalized to the LacZ units
obtained in the same reporter in the presence of control gRNA (n = 9). (C) dCas9 repression of PR in the PR.(cro− PRE).lacZ reporter in the presence
or absence of PRE activity (±CII). LacZ activities of each promoter were normalized by their value obtained with scrambled gRNA (n = 9). (D) Activity
of the CII-activated PRE in the PRE.(cro− PR).lacZ reporters in the presence of dCas9 and either scrambled or top or bottom strand gRNAs. Activity is
normalized to the highest LacZ units obtained in the PRE.(cro− PR−).lacZ reporter with control gRNA (n = 9).
ferent dislodgement sensitivities. In the presence of CII-
activated PRE, PR repression by dCas9-top was unaffected,
while repression by dCas9-bot was significantly weakened,
with PR activity increasing ∼4.4-fold (Figure 5C).
These different roadblocking and dislodgement be-
haviours are consistent with dCas9-top being a slow-
kinetics strong-barrier repressor and dCas9-bot being a
slow-kinetics weak-barrier repressor (Figure 2). dCas9-top
prevents passage of RNAPs from PRE because it rarely
dissociates spontaneously and strongly resists active dis-
lodgement by those RNAPs, thus its repression of PR re-
mains strong and it causes strong roadblocking. In contrast,
dCas9-bot is a weak barrier to RNAPs from PRE, so forms
no roadblock, and its slow binding kinetics mean that its
frequent dislodgement by these RNAPs can significantly
reduce its occupation of its binding site, leading to partial
derepression of PR when PRE is active.
As expected from these different properties, the two
dCas9 complexes gave quite different relief of TI. In the ab-
sence of any PR-targeted repressor, the PRE.(cro– PR).lacZ
reporter showed the usual ∼5-fold TI of PR on PRE (dCas9
+ control gRNA Figure 5D). Repression of PR with dCas9-
top resulted in not only no relief of TI, but also a further
repression of PRE (Figure 5D). This is because, although
dCas9-top is capable of repressing PR activity, any relief
of TI on PRE is outweighed by strong transcriptional road-
blocking of the PRE RNAPs. We suspect that the lower PRE
transcription seen in the PR+ case (∼6%, Figure 5D) com-
pared with the roadblock-only PR– case (∼13%, Figure 5B)
is due to a combination of roadblocking and TI.
In contrast to dCas9-top, repression of PR with dCas9-
bot, which causes only a small amount of roadblocking,
resulted in substantial relief of TI, with PRE transcription
reaching 60% of maximal (Figure 5D). However, this re-
lief of TI was slightly lower than that seen with CI. Fig-
ure 6 shows the fractional relief of TI obtained for all four
repressors––CI, Cro, dCas9-top and dCas9-bot––plotted
against their repressive activity against PR (in the absence
of PRE activity). While CI and Cro show strong relief of TI,
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Figure 6. Relief of TI is modulated by the intrinsic properties of the re-
pressors. Relief of TI is plotted as PRE versus PR activity (in the absence of
CII). Data on relief of TI by CI is from Figure 3C and D, and dCas9 from
Figure 5C and D. Relief of TI at PRE by Cro repression of PR was mea-
suredwith Cro expressed either from the chromosomal LacZ reporter itself
(1xcro) or from the reporter and additionally from a second chromosomal
PR.cro expression construct (2xcro) (see main text for details). Vertical and
horizontal error bars are 95% confidence intervals in PRE and PR activity,
respectively (n = 9 for CI and dCas9, n = 6 for Cro). Cyan shaded region
shows simulated PRE activity at different magnitude of PR repressions for
fast kinetics repressors of PR, kU = 0.5 s–1 with either strong or weak bar-
rier parameters (Figure 2).
fast kinetics, dCas9-bot gives sub-optimal relief of TI, and
dCas9-top gives no relief of TI (Figure 6).
DISCUSSION
Modulation of gene expression by relief of TI
The magnitude of TI between two promoters can be tuned
by evolutionary adjustment of promoter kinetics, relative
promoter positioning and RNAP pausing (30,37,38). For
any givenTI scenario, the degree of relief of TI is also readily
tunable by adjusting the concentration of the transcription
factor and the affinity of its binding sites, since the main
determinant of relief of TI is the simple magnitude of the
regulatory effect exerted by the transcription factor on the
interfering promoter (Figure 2).
However, for convergent promoters, where RNAPs from
the target promoter pass over the transcription factor bind-
ing site at the interfering promoter, the kinetics of the tran-
scription factor and its ability to resist dislodgement by
theseRNAPs become critical. As we have shown, repressors
with fast binding kinetics, such as CI and Cro, are optimal
for relief of TI, as they do not cause significant roadblock-
ing of RNAPs from the target promoter and their repres-
sion of the target promoter is not sensitive to dislodgement
by these RNAPs.When the repressors have slow binding ki-
netics, the degree of relief of TI depends on how easily they
are dislodged by elongating RNAPs. An easily dislodged re-
pressor, such as dCas9-bot, gives suboptimal relief of TI due
to weakening of its repression of the interfering promoter,
however, modelling indicates that this defect can be over-
come at higher repressor concentrations. In contrast, a slow
kinetics repressor that is a strong barrier, such as dCas9-top,
can cause strong roadblocking and prevent relief of TI.
Our modelling indicated that the mechanism of TI had
little effect on relief of TI except when there is strong re-
ciprocal collisional TI. For promoters that fire every 10 s
and are 3 kb apart, this effect can increase repression of the
interfering promoter ∼5-fold (Figure 2E) and significantly
enhance relief of TI at low repressor concentrations. This
mechanism may be particularly important in relief of TI in
eukaryotic systems, since convergent interfering promoters
are often considerable distances apart (17,19).
Repressor kinetics, dislodgement sensitivity and barrier activ-
ity
Genomic DNA must be efficiently transcribed by RNAP
but is also bound by many proteins with important func-
tions. It can thus be expected that genome function re-
quires that bound proteins do not often significantly impede
RNAP, and also that the binding of these proteins is not of-
ten significantly diminished by the passage of RNAP. Our
work shows that this combination of properties, a lack of
roadblocking and a lack of dislodgement sensitivity, can be
achieved by fastDNA-binding kinetics. This provides a sim-
ple mechanism to allow DNA-binding proteins and elon-
gating RNAP to operate independently of each other.
Our assay of dislodgement sensitivity of repression pro-
vides a novel method to measure repressor binding kinetics
in vivo. Examination of fluorescently-tagged DNA-binding
proteins in living cells with techniques such as fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and single-molecule
tracking reveal a broad range of binding kinetics for differ-
ent proteins (52). Lac repressor binding and unbinding to
a strong operator occurs on the scale of multiple minutes
(53), while many eukaryotic transcription factors have res-
idence times on the scale of tens of seconds (54). Our es-
timate of kU > 0.05 s–1 for CI unbinding from OR1.OR2
means that CI spontaneously unbinds from OR1.OR2 at
least once every 20 s in vivo. We note that this value is pri-
marily dependent on our estimate that fully activated PRE is
producing elongating RNAPs at a rate of ∼0.1 s–1, a value
obtained by calibration with well-characterized promoters
(30). A kU = 0.05 s–1 for CI is substantially faster than un-
binding rates obtained for CI at OR1 alone in vitro (45,55).
However, fast CI kinetics in vivo are supported by rates of
the order of seconds for transitions between different CI-
bound states at OR123/OL123 derived frommeasurements
of single-cell distributions of CI and PRM transcripts (56).
Thus, CI kinetics may be faster in vivo than in vitro.  CII
activation of PRE was also previously found to be insen-
sitive to dislodgement by RNAPs from PR, implying that
CII also has fast binding kinetics (30). The dislodgement
sensitivity of dCas9-bot repression indicates substantially
slower kinetics than CI, while Cro’s lack of sensitivity sug-
gests CI-like fast kinetics. Amore systematic analysis of dis-
lodgement sensitivity of these proteins should allow quan-
titation of their kinetic properties. Eukaryotic transcription
factors can also be sensitive to dislodgement by elongating
RNAPs (15). The large, cooperative protein complexes typi-
cally involved in regulation of eukaryotic transcription seem
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tially making dislodgement sensitivity a more general fea-
ture in these systems.
In our study of LacI roadblocking (27), we found that
higher affinity LacI binding sites gave stronger roadblock-
ing in a manner that could not be explained by increased
occupation alone. Instead, the results could be explained by
invoking a direct relationship between the spontaneous un-
binding rate of the repressor (kU) and its rates of dislodge-
ment by RNAPs (kSD and kMD). That is, the more likely it
is that the repressor spontaneously unbinds from the DNA,
the easier it is for elongating RNAPs to actively dislodge
it. While this seems plausible, our results with dCas9 road-
blocking cannot be explained in this way. The two orien-
tations of dCas9 repressed PR to a similar degree, implying
similar kU values, yet their ability to be dislodged by RNAP
was quite different. Our results and the consistent orien-
tation effects seen by others (49,51), indicate that RNAPs
approaching from the PAM-binding side dislodge dCas9
poorly compared to those approaching from the 5’ RNA
side. This suggests that dislodgement can be a multi-step
process, with the order with which DNA contacts are bro-
ken by RNAP being important. The dCas9–gRNA–DNA
complex is an atypical repressive complex, being asymmet-
rical and with both DNA–protein and DNA–RNA interac-
tions spread over a large contact region (∼20 bp). It is not
known whether roadblocking asymmetry occurs for more
simple repressors.
Apotential role for relief of TI in the lysis-lysogeny decision
In the natural  context, expression of CI from PRE means
that relief of TI by CI should provide CI positive feedback:
CI production from PRE gives increased CI repression of
PR, relieving PR’s TI on PRE and thus further increasing CI
expression. Positive feedback provides ultrasensitivity, pro-
viding amore switch-like response (57,58) thatmight aid the
 gene circuitry to make a clear decision between the lytic
and lysogenic pathways.
There are two previously established mechanisms of pos-
itive feedback by CI, direct stimulation of PRM by CI bind-
ing at OR2 (59,60)) and a double-negative loop in which
CI repression of PR represses Cro, which in turn represses
PRM (34,59,61). However, neither of these positive feedback
loops seems likely to operate early after infection.  phages
with a mutant CI that is defective in PRM activation (and
with compensating mutations that increase PRM activity)
are not obviously defective in the lysis-lysogeny decision
(62). Also, mutations of OR that reduce Cro repression of
PRM have little effect on the establishment of lysogeny (34).
This lack of impact of CI’s direct and indirect regulation of
PRM is explained by the observation that the vast majority
of CI produced after infection comes from PRE rather than
PRM (29). Thus, the ability of CI to stimulate PRE by relief
of TI is likely to be the predominant form of CI positive
feedback after infection and may provide a decisive com-
mitment to lysogeny. Although the 4- to 5-fold regulatory
effects of PR–PRE TI and its relief by CI are small compared
to what can be achieved with direct promoter repression or
activation, a 4- to 5-fold change in CI expression can be ex-
pected to have a large impact on the  lysis-lysogeny deci-
sion (43).
Relief of TI in developmental switches
A number of examples of relief of TI, ranging from bacte-
riophages to fungi to mammals, involve developmental de-
cisions (12,13,17–20). Our studies with the canonical  sys-
tem suggest clues as to why relief of TI may be particularly
useful in cell fate choices.
First, developmental decisions often require the switch-
ing on of one set of genes while at the same time switch-
ing off another set of genes. Relief of TI provides a sim-
ple way for a single regulator to achieve this mutually ex-
clusive expression, since it can allow the regulator to act
directly as a repressor and indirectly as an activator. For
example, the yeast a1/2 repressor actively represses many
haploid-specific genes in diploid cells and is also able to acti-
vate diploid-specific genes indirectly via relief of TI (17,18).
The alternative one-regulator mechanism is to use a dual-
function regulator that can directly repress or directly ac-
tivate transcription, like  CI. Remarkably,  thus appears
to employ both of these ‘minimalist’ strategies for switch-
ing between lytic and lysogenic transcription: CI is a dual
function repressor-activator and uses relief of TI for indi-
rect activation.
Second, in those cases where convergent promoters direct
transcription of the alternative developmental programs, as
for PR and PRE in , relief of TI may be a way of ‘hard-
wiring’ mutual exclusivity, such that the rise of one devel-
opmental program is closely synchronized with the fall of
the other.
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